WHAT ARE WE DOING

The Flow design studio is known for monumental contemporary gurative artwork in stone, marble, concrete and metal. The Design Studio created a wide range of Artworks which are created by highly skilled creative artists. With the wide experience of over 18 years -the artworks are distinguished in the market for their very creative superior quality and elegant artwork.

The range of Artwork can be customized – as per the design & material requirement of the customer. The design team understands that every individual customer has different requirements and hence, they are open to work on a customer’s own design and specication. There is a dedicated team of professionals for taking up assignments individually & executing the task as per the customer requirement. Flow Design studio is an award-winning, internationally collected sculpture studio exploring the deep connections between humanity and the notion of place and landscape.
AWARDS & RECOGNISATION
The flow design studio added their creative and majestic touch to our healing garden with their marvellous stone sculptures. Their artistry has enhanced the healing and fun properties of our garden that would otherwise be missing. The “icing on the cake” is the Flow design Studio’s persona that came along with his work!

SONU SOOD
ACTOR

I have worked with The flow design studio for several years on various stone projects and have found them to be reliable and dependable and a pleasure to work with. The flow design studio has an uncanny ability to look at a project and very quickly come up with the best way to approach the job at hand, on the artistic as well as the practical level.

KANGANA RANAUT
ACTOR

We found working with The ow design studio to be a pleasure – They’re extremely talented and creative, but at the same time was very receptive to our ideas and wishes. In the end, I feel we came up with an installation that was receptive of their talent. Their attention to detail and ‘can do’ attitude was great, as their ongoing commitment to service. We love our piece and look at it as a work of art as well as a place of solitude – it is hard to explain the pleasure it gives us.

SHREE CEMENT

Pawan Bhatt’s creativity and energy were extremely helpful in helping us create a new vision for the public space at Jaipur. Pawan Bhatt brought fresh ideas to the table, and his perspective enabled us to push our designs to the next level. We look forward to working with him as we bring our new collective vision to reality.

AJMER MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
SANDSTONE SCULPTURE

We are offering the best grade of Carved Sandstone Sculptures to the clients. These sculptures are designed from best quality sandstone procured from reliable sources. The offered statues are widely used in the residential complexes along with community halls for decorating purposes. These are highly recommended for their aesthetic carving and perfect finishing that enhances the beauty of the area. Offered Sandstone Sculpture is manufactured by making use of selected grade sandstone material under surveillance of modern carving techniques in order to ensure its flawless structural design. It is beautiful and ideal to make your exteriors and interiors even more appealing to your guests. Its color and natural shine does not fade even under harsh weather conditions. This Sandstone sculpture is durable and demands minimum maintenance.
METAL SCULPTURE

Metal sculptures are truly enduring works, especially when given proper care. Artists have sculpted with metal for millennia, and many examples of these ancient masterpieces have survived across the ages in Asia, the Americas, and Europe. Though past sculptors were limited to using their region’s naturally-occurring resources, artists today can choose from a variety of metals (e.g. bronze, lead, steel, copper), materials and processes to create a diverse array of works. This diversity is reflected in the wide selection of original metal sculptures. If you’re looking for one-of-a-kind indoor or outdoor metal sculptures, we invite you to browse our site for works to complement your style and space.
MARBLE SCULPTURE

Marble sculpture is the art of creating three-dimensional forms from marble. Sculpture is among the oldest of the arts probably the most popular material used in sculpture, marble’s translucency and durability has made it the medium of choice for all the greatest sculptors. All ancient civilization took marble to create marble artifacts. Our marble sculptures are the perfect dash for your needs. We gave huge kinds of marble sculptures according to your needs. If you are ready to take your decor to the next level. Then it is for you. Each piece is carefully carved. Final work on the statues will be amazing. Getting the ideal home decor is not easy but The Flow design studio will make it easy for you. Make an impact at your home with a marble statue. Our artists make it possible to create an exact replica of a classical sculpture. Bonded marble statue has practically same weight, look, and shapes.
CEMENT/CONCRETE SCULPTURE

The fine art of sculpture is always associated with good construction practices. Building forms, making molds, casting materials like concrete, coloring and finishing, are all part of the sculptural process. For most sculptures a master is made, from which a mould is produced, in which the concrete is cast. When producing the master it is important to bear in mind that the mould will have to be removed from the master and subsequently from the finished concrete so the shape should not have any ‘returns’ that will prevent this. There are many materials that can be used for the mould, including: plaster of Paris, timber, fiberglass, expanded polystyrene, concrete and rubber. Porous surfaces should be sealed, for example with varnish. Whichever material is used it is important to get the mould material well in contact with every part of the master. The mould will need support to keep it rigid during concreting and the separate pieces of the mould need to be held tightly together. The shape of the sculpture, together with any lifting and turning that may be needed during installation, will dictate the need for reinforcement.
COMPOSITE MARBLE SCULPTURE

Composite marble is a combination of stone particles, combined with marble dust from real natural marble, polymer resins, pigments, strength polymers and gel coat to create realistic, natural-looking patterns that are durable, non-porous with spectacular veining patterns in brilliant colors. When designing a stone sculpture that is to be permanently displayed in public, I consider the scale, viewing angle, lighting and surroundings in order to ensure that the artwork has the most professional appearance.
POLYMER SCULPTURE

Made from the threads of glass, fiberglass is created by forcing molten glass through a sieve that spins it into threads. However, since the Polymer pours as a liquid, it reflects all the fine details of the mold. It is an ideal material for large sculptures because it is light enough that people can move statues made from it without the help of a crane. Fiberglass is also a much less expensive medium.
FOUNTAIN DESIGN

Shop our fountains! Whether you are looking for a beautiful fountain for your home or garden, our fountain galleries represent most imported collections of fountains, water features, piped statuary water fall fountains, and wall fountains. Our garden fountain collection also includes abstract sculptural pieces, for contemporary tastes, created by artists who choose to incorporate the dynamic of flowing water within the design to enhance an artistic statement. We also have a wide variety of large estate sized fountains, tiered fountains, and wishing well fountains that can serve as the signature piece to your garden or patio. For those with a quaint patio, we have decorative wall fountains that provide the benefits of a fountain without requiring the space. Of course the category “Garden Fountains” encompasses a delightfully diverse range of choices, spanning countless styles, sizes and mediums. Our Garden Fountains are arranged in sub-categories of price-ranges, sizes, piped water features, so if you need to begin your search with a budget in mind, don’t feel your choices are limited!
STAINLESS STEEL SCULPTURE

The flow design studio creates large outdoor stainless steel sculpture for developments, office buildings and public art venues. Using stainless steel for sculptures and art has become more popular over the last decade. Many sculptors have made stainless steel their primary material because of its many advantages. Stainless steel is also a great choice for sculptors because of its strength and durability. Things like statutes or monuments and lobby art are common designs of art using stainless steel. With the assistance of skilled professionals, we are able to provide finest quality assortment of Stainless Steel Sculpture. The offered product is designed and manufactured by using high grade quality raw materials and sophisticated techniques in accordance with set industrial standards. In order to ensure high reliability and long lasting nature, the whole array of these products is stringently tested against diverse parameters of quality. A stainless sculpture can stand the test of time in almost any element. Artists also like how stainless can have a rough finish if that is what the sculptor likes, or a cleaner more polished finish. As you can see, stainless steel is very versatile and works great for many different art projects! Stainless Structural is here to help bring out the artist in everyone.
ARCHITECTURAL PROJECTS

Our defining strength is our ability to harness creative insight — both ours and our customers — to develop solutions informed by a crystal of points of view, experience, advancements and cultures. At Flow design studio, we provide architecture services redid to your industry, and we go beyond architecture and design for our customers. We consolidate various zones into our task coordination, all with the objective of reducing any pressure and stress on our customers and creating a structure that works best for them. The built environment defines the world we live in. We believe that the very best architecture marries physical beauty with high performance to both shape the world around us and improve the quality of life. Our people ensure everything we design leaves a legacy for future generations.
METAL SCRAP SCULPTURE

We are a Jaipur based company that offers you the most unique and extraordinary form of art. We offer the best quality and the most detailed pieces of Scrap Sculptures. All our sculptures are entirely made from recycled scrap metal. Our artists use car parts, motorcycle parts, nuts and bolts, spark plugs, nails and all different kinds of scrap metal. The parts contain basically everything you would find on a scrap yard and everything that is economically recyclable. Our goal is to provide an excellent way of economical and creative recycling of scrap metal.
Contact us:

www.theflowdesignstudio.com  fowdesignstudio1979@gmail.com

+91-9828011204, +91-9929697383

Corporate Address:
21A-Second floor-S1, Moti Nagar, Akshardham road, Chitrakoot, Vaishali Nagar, Jaipur, Rajasthan 302021

Foundry Address:
Sirsi Road, Bindayaka Industrial Area, Jaipur, Rajasthan